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Abstract—Real-Time applications handling big volumes of Real-Time data with time constraints, such as web-based multimedia applications or Vehicular Cyber-physical Systems, often lead to unpredictable overload problems in Real-Time DataBase Management Systems (RTDBMS) managing them. This is due to frequent Real-Time user transactions, requesting access to Real-Time data, which are characterized by unknown arrival times, unknown workloads and time constraints. In the literature, many software solutions with Quality of Service (QoS) management are proposed to resolve these problems. Although effective, they remain application-dependent regarding Real-Time data and transactions models and QoS requirements. Moreover, no formal or semi-formal models of these solutions or tools are proposed to design them. Therefore, it is not possible to reuse such solutions for Real-Time applications with specific QoS requirements and needing other data and transactions models. To address this issue, we propose a Model Driven Engineering based framework for modeling QoS management solutions in RTDBMS and reusing formal models of well-known solutions. The framework provides a tool and strategic methodology to help users achieve their goals through several strategies that fit their requirements.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Real-Time DataBase Management Systems (RTDBMS) are suitable to Real-Time data Applications (RTA) handling a large volume of Real-Time data, which have validity periods and must be updated periodically to reflect the state of the application environment. They are able to manage Real-Time transactions, which are time-constrained (e.g., having deadlines) and frequently request access to Real-Time data [18]. Examples include the Vehicular Cyber-Physical Systems (VCPS) that must collect and handle a large volume of Real-Time data about vehicles and road traffic for ensuring road safety and providing various data services within accurate time deadlines [14]. There are also included web-based multimedia applications, such as video on demand, which manage large amounts of data and must respect the time constraints when transmitting video packets [12].

A RTDBMS executes periodic update transactions, which refresh Real-Time data to preserve the logical and temporal consistency of the Real-Time database. In addition, it manages transactions from users reading the Real-Time data, called user transactions and must meet their deadlines [8]. The workload of update transactions is known in advance, while the user transactions have unknown workloads and unpredictable arrival times [18]. Hence, the RTDBMS can face unpredictable overload periods and be no longer able to satisfy both types of transactions, which lead many Real-Time transactions to miss their deadlines. Thus, the RTDBMS stability may not be guaranteed [8].

In the literature, many QoS-aware solutions that we call QoS Management Solutions (QMS) aim to address this problem, such as the solutions proposed in [2][3][11][12]. The QoS guarantee is based on QoS requirements specified by the database administrator (DBA). Most QMS combine the Feedback Control Scheduling Architecture (FCSA) [16] with imprecise computation techniques [10], which allow graceful QoS degradation during transient overloads.

Although effective, these solutions are dependent on the Real-Time data and transactions models and requirements of the RTA. Moreover, we did not find in the literature formal or semi-formal models of these solutions or tools to model them. Therefore, it is not possible to reuse existing solutions for a RTA with specific transactions and data constraints or specific QoS requirements.

In this paper, we propose a model driven framework based on the Model Driven Engineering (MDE) approach [5] for modeling new QMS by reusing models of well-known solutions. The framework focuses on a strategic methodology to help users modeling QMS by and for reuse.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present a state of the art on modeling works related to RT DBMS. Section 3 gives a brief presentation of the QoS management architecture in RTDBMS. The QMS components are the subject of Section 4. The framework architecture is detailed in Section 5. In Section 6, we present the proposed methodology. Section 7 presents the framework implementing. In Section 8, we give the results of experiments on a concrete QMS. We end this paper with a conclusion and give some future works.
II. RELATED WORK

QMSs mentioned above, that we have deeply studied, are not modeled. They are described in a natural language and presented through an architecture, QoS parameters, system variables and algorithms acting to meet the QoS specification. In the RTDMS domain, there are some object-oriented models focusing on Real-Time object-oriented databases modeling, and especially on system aspects, such as RTSORAC [6], RODAIN [21] and BeeHive [20].

These works propose object-oriented models that only consider structural and behavioral features of Real-Time data and transactions. Some of them partially support the modeling of scheduling, concurrency control, Real-Time data distribution and quality of service policies. They provide only specific data and transactions models and cannot support new data and transactions constraints.

Other works offer UML profiles for modeling RTDBMS, such as RTO-RTDB [15], RTO [9][13]. They provide UML extensions for Real-Time databases designers, through stereotypes, which express both the Real-Time data and transactions constraints.

The related work that we have presented provides a rich foundation upon which we can build. However, the QoS modeling is partially supported in these models, which provide specific QoS parameters and cannot specify new parameters. They are all focused on data management and do not consider transactions management. Moreover, there is no one work that focuses on QMS modeling and reuse.

III. QoS MANAGEMENT ARCHITECTURE IN REAL-TIME DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

The QoS is specified by the DBA through QoS parameters, which are metrics defining the desired performance of the RTDBMS. The DBA specifies Quality of Data (QoD) and Quality of Transactions (QoT) parameters with reference values they must not exceed. In transient overloads, an overshoot of these thresholds may be tolerated by giving the worst-case system performance. Here, we give an example of QoS parameters proposed in [11].

- **Deadline Miss Ratio (MR)** is the percentage of user transactions that missed their deadlines regarding to the accepted ones. MR is considered as a QoT parameter.
- **Perceived freshness (PF)** is the ratio of fresh data to the entire temporal data in a database. Fresh data are data updated within their validity interval. It is considered as a QoD parameter.
- **Maximum Overshoot (Mp)** defines the worst-case system performance in the transient system state, e.g., the highest MR in the transient state. QoS parameters can overshoot their reference values at maximum of Mp.
- **Settling time (ts)** is the time for the transient overshoot to decay and reach the steady state performance.

In [11], authors propose the following QoS specification: MR ≤ 5%, PF ≥ 98%, Mp ≤ 30% and ts ≤ 45sec.

The well-known QMS for RTDBMS use the FCSA because it provides the QoS specification guarantee without a priori knowledge of transactions workloads using feedback control. FCSA has shown to be very effective for a large class of systems that exhibit unpredictable workload. For instance, it was applied to improve the QoS in distributed multimedia systems [22] and recently in geographic information Systems [23].

The basic FCSA applied by most QMSs in RTDMS (Figure 1) was proposed in [2]. This architecture is based on the principle of observation and self-adaptation. The observation is the periodic measurement of QoS parameters by a Monitor. The auto-adaptation is the dynamic adjustment of the measured QoS to converge to the required QoS achieved by the QoS Manager. The adjustment is computed by a QoS controller containing feedback loops. The QoS Manager executes a QoS management algorithm, which implements adjustment scenarios based on system states [2].

The well-known QMSs in the literature [2][3][11][12] are efficient to guarantee the QoS specification even in transient overloads thanks to the FCSA and Imprecise Computation techniques, which allow the use of approximate results and imprecise data. However, these solutions may be inadequate for RTA requiring specific QoS requirements and using specific data and transactions models. It is more common to take a subset of their elements in order to reuse them for a new QMS design, which is not provided by related works.

IV. QoS MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS COMPONENTS

Through the evaluation of the most referenced QMS [1], we conclude that their differences and similarities are focused on three components: Models, Parameters and Policies, which are interdependent. In addition, RTA requirements can be regrouped according to these components, which are worth of reuse to fit new requirements. For instance, take a RTA that requires a deadline miss ratio MR ≤ 10% and its user transactions can follows the Milestone model that tolerates transaction...
imprecision, but does not tolerate data imprecision for critical data. In this case, the suitable QMS must combine transactions and queues models from the FCS-IC1 QMS [2] with the data model, from the QMF1 QMS [11] and combine QoD parameters from QMF1 with QoT and loops parameters from FCS-IC1. Policies of QMF are suitable for this RTA with some reconfiguration. If the same RTA tolerates data imprecision, but requires specific QoS management scenarios, then the FCS-IC1 can be reused in this case, but its QoS management policy must be rewritten.

The component Models gathers the different models used by a solution, namely: the Real-Time transactions model, the Real-Time data model and the queues model, which vary from a solution to another. We employ the notion of data model to define data attributes, data types and data imprecision implementation. For instance, authors in [2] allow data to deviate, to a certain degree, from their corresponding values in the external environment. The transactions model denotes transactions attributes, transactions types and the transactions imprecision implementation, e.g., multiple versions, use of sieve functions and the Milestone approach [10]. The queues model describes the queues configuration through the number of queues, priority levels and types of transactions in each queue.

The component Parameters includes the QoD and QoT parameters, system parameters such as ts and Mp and feedback loops parameters that differ from one QMS to another. The Parameters component configuration depends on that of Models component.

The component Policies is based on the two previous components. It comprises algorithms which impact on the QoS, namely: the scheduling algorithm, the concurrency control algorithm, the updating algorithm and the QoS management algorithm. This later tries to balance the RTDBMS workload between user and update transactions through a compromise between QoT and QoD. For instance, if the system downgrades the QoD, many update transactions will be rejected and vice versa.

V. FRAMEWORK ARCHITECTURE

Our proposal is guided by the need to reuse some elements of QMSs in order to better meet new QoS requirement and specific constraints on Real-Time data and transactions. For this purpose, we provide to users a theoretical and practical framework allowing them design and extend their own QMS models. This framework is based on the reuse of the well-known QMS models, which are modeled by an expert using a specific editor and broken down into reusable fragments, that represents QMS components (Section IV).

A. Meta-modeling architecture

The framework provides "productive" QMS models that can be processed and transformed automatically in order to be reused. This is allowed using the OMG meta-modeling architecture [24] and models transformations [5], which are the core of the MDE approach that we adopted.

The proposed four-layered modeling architecture is based on the OMG meta-modeling architecture for the MDE (Figure 2). In the lowest layer M0 of systems, we find QMS. The layer M1 above M0 contains the models that represent QMSs, which we call QoS Management Approaches (QMA). A model in M1 must be conformant to its meta-model in the layer above, named M2, which defines all the concepts of a model and is considered as an abstract syntax of a specific modeling language to formalize model description. In this work, we designed a QMS meta-model named MM-SGQdS to formally express its corresponding QMA in a modular way that represents all QMS components. Thus, QMAs will be conformant to MM-SGQdS and can be easily manipulated and reused. To implement MM-SGQdS, we chose the EMF core (Ecore) meta-meta-model at the layer M3 (above M2) [4]. It is a subset of the OMG standard meta-modeling language MOF [17] that formalizes the description of meta-models in M2.

Let us now present the MM-SGQdS meta-model and its concepts.

![OMG meta-modeling architecture](Image)

**Figure 2. QoS Management Solutions Meta-modeling architecture.**

B. QoS Management Solutions Meta-model

For each QMS component, namely: Models, Parameters and Policies, we proposed a specific meta-model (in layer M2) to formally express its elements and relationships between them. They are respectively called MO-MM, PA-MM and PO-MM (Figure 2). Thus, MM-SGQdS is comprised of these three meta-models as illustrated by Figure 3 showing its abstract view simplified.

MO-MM comprises three main meta-classes, namely: TransactionsModel, DataManager and QueuesModel describing elements of the Models component. PA-MM includes four main meta-classes, namely: QoDParameters, QoTParameters, SystemParameters and LoopsParameters.
modeling elements of the Parameters component. PO-MM has four main meta-classes, namely: QoSPolicy, SchedulingPolicy, UpdatingPolicy and ConcurrencyPolicy corresponding to elements of the Policies component. Each meta-model has a tree structure with a root meta-class linking its main meta-classes. The root meta-classes of MO-MM, PA-MM and PO-MM are linked to a meta-class called QoSApproach, the root of the tree structure of MM-SGQdS.

Figure 3. Abstract view of the meta-model MM-SGQdS.

A QMA conformant to MM-SGQdS is comprised of three reusable fragments called Approach Fragments (AF), namely: Frag-Models, Frag-Parameters and Frag-Policies (Figure 2), which represent respectively Models, Parameters and Policies component and conformant to MO-MM, PA-MM and PO-MM meta-model, respectively.

C. Logical architecture

In the software reuse domain, two kinds of actors are involved, namely: developers for reuse and developers by reuse. In this work, which focuses on QMA reuse, the framework involves two kinds of actors, namely the RTDBMS experts and the QMA designers. The expert generates and manages AF for reuse, while the designer reuses these fragments in order to build a new QMA. The two actors are guided by a methodology, which will be described later in this paper. Existing QMSs are modeled by the expert through a specific QMA editor to generate corresponding QMAs and then broken down into AF. The generated fragments are stored in a database to be reused by the designer or the expert in new situations (Figure 4).

For the decomposition of QMA, the expert uses a transformation called Decomposition, which generates the three AF. To build of a new QMA, the designer uses a transformation called Composition, which assemble AF from different QMA. The transformation called Extension is used to extend existing QMA by adding some elements from other approaches.

The new QMA are in turn broken down by the expert into AF using the Decomposition transformation. Generated AFs are inserted into the database to be reused.

Figure 4. The framework logical architecture.

The two Processes in Figure 4 are part of a strategic methodology for QMA design, which is the subject of the following Section.

VI. STRATEGIC METHODOLOGY FOR QoS MANAGEMENT APPROACHES DESIGN

To guide framework actors to achieve their goals, we propose a methodology that defines two strategic processes, namely: GEN-PM, a process for generating AF (expert side) and CONS-PM, a process for building new QMA by reuse (designer side). These processes are modeled through the MAP formalism [19] for its flexibility and simplicity. A MAP-based process model, called map, is an oriented graph that represents explicitly goals to be achieved on nodes with the different strategies for achieving them on oriented labelled arcs. Subsequently, we detail the two processes models.

A. Approach fragments generating process

The map for modeling the AF generating process, named GEN-PM, contains different strategies related to three main goals, namely, generating AF, managing AF and editing QMA (Figure 5).

- Generating AF: three strategies are defined to achieve this goal. The strategy "by decomposition" aims to break down a QMA through a Decomposition transformation for QMA in order to extract the three AF (Frag-Models, Frag-Parameters and Frag-Policies). Thereafter, generated AFs are stored in the database with their elements, which are generated through a Decomposition transformation for AF.
The strategy "by extension" aims to extend an existing fragment by adding it some elements with conformance to its meta-model. The expert can combine elements from different AF to build new AF, which constitutes the aim of the strategy "by composition". He can design a new AF "from scratch" for specific needs, using a specific AF editor provided by the framework.

- **Managing AF**: to achieve this intention, we set three strategies, namely: "editing", updates the values of an AF properties, "deleting", deletes un-useful AF from the database, and "storing", adds a new AF in the database.

- **Editing QMA**: existing QMS are modeled through a specific editor based on their meta-model MM-SGQdS following the strategy "by editing".

  The "Start" and "End" goals define the start and the end of the process, respectively. At the end of the process, the strategy "validation" is used to check the composition. Each new fragment must be stored in the database to be persistent and reused thereafter, which is the role of the strategy "storage".

![Figure 5. Map of approach fragments generating process.](image)

B. QoS Management Approach building process

The process focusing on QMA building, called CONS-PM, is based on model reuse through model transformations. It represents designer goals and strategies to achieve them. The CONS-PM map comprises three major goals, namely selecting AF, composing QMA and extending QMA.

- **Selecting AF**: concerns the ways to search for AF from the database before composing them (by name, by type or by approach name).

- **Composing QMA**: builds a new QMA by linking AFs from stored QMAs or new AFs, with conformance to MM-SGQdS, using a QMA transformation called Composition.

- **Extending QMA**: to extend a QMA, the designer must search this approach by its name, and then he inerts into the QMA some AF elements (e.g., data model, QoD parameter, QoSPolicy, etc.), which are generated after AF decomposition, to meet RTA requirements. If necessary, new elements can be edited by the expert to be used by the designer.

VII. IMPLEMENTATION

For the framework implementation, we used the Eclipse Meta-modeling Framework (EMF) [4] to benefit from a set of tools, such as reflexive editors or XML serialization of models.

The different meta-models are implemented with Ecore, the EMF meta-modeling language. The model transformations are implemented with KerMeta [7]. It is an object oriented meta-modeling language. It does not focus only on structural specifications but supports the specification of the operational semantics of meta-models. Thus, models can be simulated. In addition, it is a powerful model transformation language.

A. Meta-models implementation

MM-SGQdS and the AF meta-models have a tree structure to simplify their reuse through Decomposition, Composition and Extension transformations. An excerpt of MM-SGQdS, displayed with the EMF reflective editor, is illustrated in Figure 6.

![Figure 6. Excerpt of MM-SGQdS tree view.](image)

The meta-class QoSApproach is the root of MM-SGQdS. The composition links parameters, models and policies reference respectively the meta-classes FragParameters, FragModels and FragPolicies, the roots of respectively, PA-MM, Mo-MM and PO-MM. The meta-attributes like appid and appname are QMA properties.

B. Model transformations implementation

A transformation is the automatic generation of a target model from a source model, according to a transformation definition. A transformation definition is a set of transformation rules that together describe how a model in the source language can be transformed into a model in the target language. A transformation rule is a description of
how one or more constructs in the source language can be transformed into one or more constructs in the target language [25].

In this work, model transformations are applicable to multiple source models and/or multiple target models. We focus on horizontal and exogenous transformations called Migration that keep the same level of abstraction (M1) with models expressed using different meta-models [26].

Three categories of model transformations are proposed, namely: Decomposition, Composition and Extension. These transformations are implemented for three model levels: QMA, AF (Frag-Models, Frag-Parameters and Frag-Policies), and QoS management policies (within the fragment Frag-Policies). This results in fifteen KerMeta modules. All these transformations are tested on the FCS-IC1 solution but we cannot present all results in this short paper, neither their implementations.

VIII. EXPERIMENTS

The experiments were carried out on a QMA representing a concrete QMS, called FCS-IC1 [2], which was modeled using a specific QMA editor. We tested the QMA decomposition transformation. The generated AF (Frag-Models, Frag-Parameters and Frag-Policies) have been used to compose a new QMA, which is identical to the original QMA. We also tested the QMA extension by adding a new QoS Management scenario to the QoS Management Policy within the Frag-Policies fragment of the original QMA.

Other transformations are tested to reuse AF elements, which are very useful for designers. For instance, the Frag-Models fragment of the FCS-IC1 approach was decomposed into three elements modeling respectively the transaction model, the data model and the queues model. These elements are recomposed to generate a new Frag-Models fragment identically to the original fragment.

A. Expert side experiments

1) Approach edition

The EMF easily generates model editor for an Ecore meta-model to create instances which conform. This allowed us generate QMA editor and editors for each AF. For instance, the QMA editor provides the expert, through a QoSApproach Editor menu (Figure 7), a way to instantiate the QMA root meta-class (instance of the QoSApproach meta-class) and to configure its related AFs conformant to MM-SGQdS.

The Edited models for QMA or AF modeling are serialized in XMI for their persistence in the database. To display models, EMF provides a graphical mode using its reflexive editor. We developed methods to load AFs from their XMI files for reuse and to display them in a textual mode, which is not provided by EMF.

Figure 7. QoS Management Approach Editor.

2) Approach decomposition

To decompose a QMA into AF, we developed a KerMeta module named decomposeQoSapproaches.kmt. The method decompose of this module parses the QMA from its root.

For each fragment identified through a composition link (instance of parameters, models or policies links in MM-SGQdS) the method instantiates a new fragment conformant to its meta-model (MO-MM, PA-MM or PA-MM). Each AF is serialized in XMI for its persistence.

An excerpt of the graphical display of the Frag-Models fragment, resulting from the FCS-IC1 approach decomposition, is illustrated in Figure 8. This fragment represents the model of the Models component of the FCS-IC1 solution.

Figure 8. Excerpt of the Frag-Models fragment of FCS-IC1 QMA.

It begins with the configuration of the Frag-Models fragment with conformance to MO-MM. There are detailed the data model elements followed by the transactions model elements.
B. Designer side experiments

1) Approach composition

This transformation generates a new QMA conformant to MM-SGQdS. The new approach is serialized to XMI and displayed in a textual mode. The KerMeta module developed for this purpose is called composeQoSApproaches.kmt. It contains a method named compose that has a unique parameter, a string array, containing the names of XMI files of serializes AF that will be assembled. For each file, we get the tree structure of the AF by loading its XMI file and meta-model. Then, AF elements are matched to QMA elements and attached to the root of the new QMA. An excerpt of the textual display of the composed FCS-IC1 approach is illustrated in Figure 9. It has the same fragments of the original FCS-IC1 approach.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Approach</strong></th>
<th><strong>FCS-IC1-composed</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fragment</strong></td>
<td><strong>QoSComposition</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Data model</strong></td>
<td><strong>MDE-based model</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Properties</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Time</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Data Type</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 9. Textual display of composed FCS-IC1.](image)

2) Approach extension

We tested the extension of the QoS management policy of the FCS-IC1 approach (included in its Frag-Policies fragment) with a new QoS management scenario. For this purpose, we propose to apply on-demand updates to non-critical data when the system is at maximum overload. In this way, we can avoid the system saturation, during which all coming user transactions are rejected. This new scenario was modeled with corresponding editor (Figure 10) and added to a copy of FCS-IC1 approach with conformance to MM-SGQdS.

![Figure 10. Model of the QoS management scenario used to extend FCS-IC1.](image)

IX. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed an MDE-based framework to automate the reuse of QMA in RTDBMS, which is useful to meet new RTA constraints and QoS requirements. The MDE aims to increase productivity by offering modeling languages tailored to a specific domain, which are typically defined by meta-models. The QMA reuse is based on model transformations, which is the core concept of MDE. Three categories of model transformations are proposed, namely: Decomposition, Composition and Extension. These transformations are implemented for three model levels: QMA, AF (Frag-Models, Frag-Parameters and Frag-Policies), and QoS management policies (within the fragment Frag-Policies). These transformations will be detailed in an extended version of this paper. The framework provides also a methodology consisting of two strategic processes GEN-PM and CONS-PM to help experts and designers achieve their goals with multiple strategies to achieve them, depending on their requirements.

Based on meta-models, we generated editors for QMA and their reusable fragments. We implemented and tested transformations on a concrete QMA. After decomposition, no specificity is ruled out and the rebuilding leads to the initial approach, conformant to the meta-model MM-SGQdS.

Actually, we are interested in providing users a tool for querying the models in order to extract useful knowledge for reuse.
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